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About This Game

(The creator of this game is Japan, so we use machine translation for foreign languages. The result of the translation is
"unintentional expression" or "incomprehensible", "some people are uncomfortable" It may be included.

In this case, please calm down and contact me.
I do not want to hurt anyone through this game. )

Japanese topics!
The latest work of the FPS viewpoint horror game series drawn with a quality that does not seem to be a game by high school

students is finally released to Steam!

■ Building full of tricks
It is getting dark inside the building, but you will be noticed by monsters when you turn on the power

Your decision will make a big difference in the future gaming experience ...

■ Monster appearance
Monsters appear suddenly

The appearance pattern is random each time and you can have different fresh gaming experiences

■ Collect items to avoid the crisis!
You can fight monsters

Useful weapons are falling into the building
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Let's kill monsters with weapons!

■ An important story begins
The truth which could not be told in the previous work will be revealed one after another ...

In addition, it is developed on the assumption that the person who has never played the first work can play safely.

■ This is the power of high school students
The high school student who developed the previous work "KENGOHAZARD" is currently developed alone
Based on the experience learned in previous studies, this work has evolved into the ultimate survival horror

In the trial version "KENGOHAZARD 2 Demo", YouTuber shouted for fear
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Title: KENGOHAZARD2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
K App.
Publisher:
K App.
Release Date: 25 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-3632QM Processor

Memory: 1200 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: It is possible to play even with a laptop without graphic board

English,Japanese
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We need Buell XB12s and EBR bikes, please!. Excellent game, one of the first zombie shooters. really freaks people out.
aiming is a little off but alot of shooters have this issue in VR. overall a entertaining title for VR. give it a go.. Nimbus is easily
one of the greatest games I've ever played, and certainly the only one I still want to replay.
Because Nimbus is all about friction - all about the mechanics of flight and soaring. Playing Nimbus is like riding a rollercoaster
in 3D, without rails. It's like reaching your arm under your sofa to grab that single nickel with the tip of your nails. Nimbus
doesn't have a physics engine - it has a HOPE engine. Your ship moves by the sheer force of your faith, trying to climb the ever-
unsurmountable heights to get to the finish line.
Nimbus rewards daring, creative players.

Ah, and also it has a kickass soundtrack.

EDIT: Stil pretty good come on Steam gimme mah badge. Spent a lot of time as a kid watching WW2 movies with my father.
He was in the navy and we always loved watching the naval battles.

Battle Fleet 2 is a great game and I was super excited to spend a few hours with my dad, this time actually playing those naval
battles. Definitely recommend this game! Totally worth the money and tons of fun.. Worst ever. Do not install.. I haven't played
much yet but I've cut the heads off a load of bots. A*.. Amazing game, especially great for a first-time developer. Best puzzle
game I've ever played! Definately worth the $5!. The plot of this game ♥♥♥♥s you up so bad! Probably the next Undertale.

One of the best platformers i've ever played!
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Very nice game. I love it but also hate. My asss) flames. Aghghhhghghghghg this game makes ur nerves crazy. A lovely little
figure-out-the-UI puzzle game based on manipulating a landscape. Drags a bit in the middle part when you've figured out how to
do stuff and just have to iterate on it for a while, but it's reasonably short. Good sense of discovery.. Cool set of missions,
however the reward is a Hub decoration and not a tarot card. Which I prefer to be honest but the steam page states this
incorrectly.

There is an image which shows the reward though.. dont miss your shot. The best thing ever happened to me. It definitely
deserves the Oscar prize. Takes away the point of pre ordering... when you could have had that choice to buy this for $1.... Very
cute game. Not hard, so it's good for kids and adults.. This game with some relaxing music is a great way to kill some time.
You'll fall in love with making tiny solar systems.. Awosme game
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